December 29, 2023

“Small Things” by Derek von Wurmb
“Where We Should Be (Extended Mix)” by Sound Quelle, Tailor
“Darkness (Extended Mix)” by Kozua
“Moment (Extended Mix)” by PRAANA, Danni Carra
“Giving Up On You (Extended Mix)” by Falden feat. Lewyn
“Fall Forward (Extended Mix)” by Arto

BREAK

“Sign Your Name” by Popcorn Poppers feat. Roman Pulga
“Just Dance 4 Me (Extended Mix)” by GhostMasters
“Waste Your Love (Extended Mix)” by Jake Silva, Frankie Sims
“My Eyes Only (Extended Mix)” by Ashibah

BREAK

“Run With Me (Extended Mix)” by Meikle & Riley James feat. Alessa
“Run (Extended Mix)” by Robbie Mendez
“Black & Blue (Extended Mix)” by KAAZE, Simon Ward
“Comes Your Way (Inception) (Extended Mix)” by Lucas & Steve

BREAK

“Oxytocin (Extended Mix)” by Ray Mitchell, Jason Cox
“Stay (Extended Mix)” by SMR LVE, Jennifer Rene
“Unmask (Extended Mix)” by Daxson, Lachi
“Empty Promises (Extended Mix)” by Andy Cain, Zara Taylor

BREAK

“Updraft (Extended Mix)” by Hiromori Aso
“Falling (Craig Connelly Extended Remix)” by First State feat. Anita Kelsey
“Eyes (Extended Mix)” by Niko Zografos, Susie Ledge
“Be With You (Craig Connelly Extended Remix)” by Sneijder, Karen Kelly

BREAK

“Wilderness” by Dan Stone
“So High (Deme3us Chillout Mix)” by LR Uplift, Natune
“Home” by MK II
“Collide (Jody Wisternof & James Grant Remix)” by LAR
**December 22, 2023 SHOW**

“Colatrix (Matter Remix)” by Jiminy Hop  
“Waiting” by Banaati  
“Lotus Flower (Extended Mix)” by Modera, Phoebe Tsen  
“I'll Be Home (Extended Mix)” by Modera, Camp 8  
“Dive (Extended Mix)” by Lumynesynth, Into The Ether  

**BREAK**

“Dreaming About U (Extended Mix)” by GhostMasters  
“Love Me No More” by Block & Crown  
“Me And U (Extended Mix)” by Disco Gurls  
“Out Of Sight” by Mike Newman, Antoine Cortez  

**BREAK**

“Cosmic Funk (Extended Mix)” by Shunji Fujii  
“The Journey” by Hiraeth  
“Barricades (Extended Mix)” by Netsky, Rita Ora  
“Can’t Break Me” by Mountain feat. Karina Ramage  

**BREAK**

“Eugina (Extended Mix)” by Paul Thomas, JES, Fuenka  
“I Don't Want To Go There (Dennis Sheperd Extended Remix)” by Conjure One, Jaren  
“Forever (Extended Mix)” by DT8 Project  
“Y.O.U. (Extended Mix)” by Mhammed El Alami, Osman Mousa  

**BREAK**

“In Love With Spring (Extended Mix)” by Peter Krejcik  
“Distant Calls (Extended Mix)” by Re:Locate, Simon Anthony, & Sue McLaren  
“Nothing Stopping Me (Extended Mix)” by RAM, Clara Yates  
“Flying (Extended Mix)” by Mart Sine, Susie Ledge  
“I'm Sorry 2022 (Extended Dub)” by Type 41, Danny Claire  

**BREAK**

“Spring” by Aurosonic, Sergei Shvets, & Maria Mauri  
“Paradigm” by ArkAngel  
“Someday” by Lumynesynth, Cressida
December 15, 2023 SHOW

“All For You (Oniricus Extended Remix)” by Dan Stone
“New Horizon (Extended Mix)” by Scorz feat. Lauren l’aimant
“Rivers (Extended Mix)” by L.Gu, LAR, & Ben Cina
“Bliss (Extended Mix)” by 08 Orbit, Humans Out Loud
“All My Light (Extended Mix)” by Boy North

BREAK

“Lovefool (Extended Mix)” by Poppy Baskcomb feat. Jess Bays
“Side By Side (Extended Mix)” by Martina Budde
“Return To The Classic (Jo Paciello Deep Mix)” by The Kollective
“Alone (Extended Mix)” by LVNSCAPE & Cr3on feat. John Dory

BREAK

“Say Goodbye (Extended Mix)” by Almero, Heero
“It Burns (Extended Mix)” by Alle Farben
“Fire With Fire (Extended Mix)” by Armin Van Buuren & HRRTZ feat. Julia Church
“Where You Are (Extended Mix)” by John Summit, Hayla

BREAK

“When The World Forgot To Spin (Sunlight Project Remix)” by Roan Gosling
“Emotion” by Gubera
“You’re Never Alone (Extended Mix)” by Ciaran McAuley, Susie Ledge
“Friends Apart (Extended Mix)” by Simon Leon
“Falling (Extended Mix)” by Made Of Light

BREAK

“Solaris (Extended Mix)” by Paipy, WINTERBORN
“Unbroken (Extended Mix)” by Angelus, Liam Melly, & JSKA
“One Step (Extended Mix)” by Paipy, Cathy Burton
“Nishaya (Extended Mix)” by Ingsha

BREAK

“Resolver” by Kaisaku
“Leave A Light On (Beatless Mix)” by Activa, Lo
“Embers (Chill Out Mix)” by Aldous, KNVWN
“Lonely Road” by Holen
December 8, 2023 SHOW

“Wonder” by Savvas
“Tribute To Curiosity (EMIOL Remix)” by Aurosonic, Denis Karpinsky, & Maria Mauri
“Riviera (Extended Mix)” by Clarks
“Feel Your Weight (Angara Extended Remix)” by ArkAngel
“Miles Away (Extended Mix)” by Zmindi

BREAK

“Touch Me (Block & Crown Extended Club Mix)” by Sonic Soul Orchestra feat. Kathy Brown
“Hold Tight (Dombresky Extended Remix)” by BLOND:ISH & Nico de Andrea feat. Darla Jade
“Fresh (House Of Prayers Poolside Edit)” by Crazibiza
“Ain’t Nobody (Ghostbusterz Euro Extended Remix)” by Sean Finn

BREAK

“Chemistry (Maxim Sinclair Edit)” by Tru Faith
“Crossroad” by Bcee, L-Side, & Charlotte Haining
“Countless Waves” by Flint & Figure feat. Rhode

BREAK

“Warm Evening” by Intelectronic
“Last Page First (Extended Mix)” by Physical Phase, Denise Rivera
“Miracle (Mau P Remix)” by Calvin Harris, Ellie Goulding
“Bon Voyage (Extended Mix)” by Illiteheus

BREAK

“True Nature (Club Mix)” by New World
“Walk Through Shadows (Jimmy Chou Extended Remix)” by Maratone, Saphron, & Hardcode
“Catching The Stars (Extended Mix)” by Greg Oakland feat. Jaime Deraz
“Us Against The World (Extended Mix)” by Stowers & Cooper feat. That Girl

BREAK

“Reflections Of You (Sadedge Chill Out Remix)” by Trance Classics, Cathy Burton
“My Inspiration” by Elite Electronic
“Lost & Found (Delaitech Remix)” by Roman Messer, Roxanne Emery
“Softly Now” by ArkAngel
December 1, 2023 SHOW

“Better Days Will Come” by Leaving Laurel
“New Horizon (Extended Mix)” by Scorz feat. Lauren l’aimant
“Golden Hour (Extended Mix)” by Sunflare
“To Be With You (Extended Mix)” by Kennedy One
“Greece 2000 (KREAM Extended Remix)” by Three Drives On A Vinyl

BREAK

“Just Dance 4 Me (Extended Mix)” by GhostMasters
“Ray Of Sunshine (Extended Mix)” by Aruhtra, Scott Lucille
“What A Wicked Game” by Ghostbusterz
“Face In The Crowd (Extended Mix)” by Sam Divine, Hayley May

BREAK

“Chapters (Extended Mix)” by Nicky Romero
“Paradise (Extended Mix)” by KAAZE, Jordan Grace
“Radio Love (Extended Mix)” by Sjaak, Kav Verhouzer, & De Hofnar
“Baby Don’t Hurt Me (Extended Mix)” by David Guetta, Anne-Marie, & Coi Leray

BREAK

“Evenfall (DJ Version)” by David Broaders
“Every Second (York Extended Remix)” by Ladybyrd
“Limitless (Extended Mix)” by Dennis Sheperd, Koni Blank, & EKE
“Light Your Darkness” by Somna, Sean Ryan, & Michele C

BREAK

“Standing On The Edge Of Space (Cold Blue Extended Remix)” by The Thrillseekers pres. Hydra
“Out Of Nowhere (Connor Woodford Remix)” by John O’ Callaghan feat. Josie
“Start A Fire (Extended Mix)” by Lostly, Jordan Grace
“Feeling Alive (Extended Mix)” by OGravity
“Never Far From Here (Extended Mix)” by Sam Cydan

BREAK

“Together” by Luis A. Moreno
“Home (Neonica Remix)” by Papulin, Kate Miles
“Hope To Wonder” by Andrew Riqueza, Diana Dyatkinskaya
“Running” by Holen
NOVEMBER 24, 2023 Show

“Inner Voice” by Rafa’EL
“Tribute To Curiosity (EMIOL Remix)” by Aurosonic, Denis Karpinsky, & Maria Mauri
“What’s Love Without You (Extended Mix)” by Costa, Emilya Buchan
“Tears (Extended Mix)” by Bound To Divide, Lauren L’aimant
“Voices (Extended Mix)” by Max Freegrant, Slow Fish

BREAK

“Better Times (Extended Mix)” by KC Lights, Lapsley
“Benirras” by Nari, K.A.M.A.
“Every Little Thing (Extended Mix)” by Jess Bays
“Negra (Shad Jaxon Remix)” by Crazibiza, Cheesecake Boys

BREAK

“Lonely (Extended Mix)” by Jake Silva, Johan Oslah, & Frankie Sims
“Heartbeat (Extended Mix)” by KAAZE, Rory Hope
“Sweat (Extended Mix)” by KREAM
“Radio Love (Extended Mix)” by Sjaak, Kav Verhouzer, & De Hofnar
“Only For You (Extended Mix)” by Nicky Romero & SICK INDIVIDUALS feat. XiRA

BREAK

“Eyes Ablaze (Extended Mix)” by Blake.08
“Shards (Lost Legend Extended Remix)” by Solarstone
“Spin Off (Extended Mix)” by Above & Beyond
“Kenmore (Meant To Be) (Extended Mix)” by Hausman, Lumynesynth

BREAK

“Shine Of Rays (Extended Mix)” by DreamLife, Grande Piano
“Lost (Ciaran McAuley Extended Mix)” by Stoneface & Terminal feat. Neev Kennedy
“Forgiven (Extended Mix)” by Tonideck & Bigtopo feat. Zara Taylor
“Every Breath I Take (Extended Mix)” by SMR LVE, Sue McLaren

BREAK

“Restfulness Meditation” by Chakra Colours
“Orange Light (Chill Mix)” by Andrea Ribeca
“You Need To Be There For Them” by Leaving Laurel
“Bermondsey Bender (Extended Mix)” by aname
NOVEMBER 17, 2023 Show

“Beautiful (Myon & Hoten Extended Mix)” by Late Night Alumni
“Anyone (Extended Mix)” by HKA
“Baby It’s You (Joris Voorn Extended Remix)” by London Grammar
“It’s Me (Extended Mix)” by Spencer Brown & P.O.S. feat. Marieme
“Inertia (DJ Version)” by Maximo Lasso

BREAK

“Touched By The Greatest (Extended Mix)” by Block & Crown
“U Can Do It (Club Mix)” by GhostMasters
“Let Me Go (Extended Mix)” by Disco Gurls
“No Sunshine” by Laurent Simeca

BREAK

“Hollow (Abandoned Remix)” by Elephante, HALIENE
“Sundown” by Eddy Don’t Sail, Christie Reeves
“Everybody (Needs Somebody) (DJ Edit)” by Krakota, Charlotte Haining
“Contact” by Kelela

BREAK

“Could You Run Away (Costa Extended Mix)” by Caroline Lavelle
“Reflections (Extended Mix)” by DT8 Project, Susie Ledge
“Toll Says No More (Extended Mix)” by Aurosonic, Majai
“Starts Tonight (Dennis Sheperd Extended Remix)” by Derek Ryan, Sarah De Warren

BREAK

“Stoneflower (Extended Mix)” by Cloudriver
“As We Fall (Extended Mix)” by Driftmoon, Roxanne Emery
“Kiss The Night (Extended Mix)” by MurZo
“Child’s Eyes (Extended Mix)” by Madwave, Tastexperience

BREAK

“Island (Astro Remix)” by Orinoko
“Sundazed” by Blank & Jones
“Contradictions (Extended Mix)” by Lova
NOVEMBER 10, 2023 Show

“Sunrise Song (Extended Mix)” by Luttrell
“Impatient (Extended Mix)” by Taglo, Zara Taylor
“Missing Home (Extended Mix)” by Bound To Divide
“Long Time Coming (Extended Mix)” by Christian Cheval
“Keep My Dreams Alive (Hessian Extended Mix)” by Tritonal, Susie Ledge
“Looking For Shelter (Extended Mix)” by Boxer & RYTERBAND

BREAK

“Funky Party (Club Mix)” by GhostMasters
“Smooth Operator (Club Mix)” by Disco Gurls
“Real Love (Extended Mix)” by Martina Budde

BREAK

“Where Are You Now” by Waxel & Codex feat. Jamie Deraz
“More Than Friends (Extended Mix)” by Plastic Funk & Jeonghyeon feat. Jetason
“Where You Are (Extended Mix)” by John Summit, Hayla
“River (Extended Mix)” by Atsy & Taner, & Burnhaze feat. Amin Salmee

BREAK

“Absent Minds (DJ Version)” by Dan Stone
“What It’s Like (Extended Mix)” by Phillip Castle
“A Moment To Feel (Extended Mix)” by Costa, Emma Horan
“If You Call My Name (Extended Mix)” by Kike L

BREAK

“Revive (Extended Mix)” by Brent Rix
“You’re Never Alone (Extended Uplifting Mix)” by Ciaran McCauley, Susie Ledge
“Drifting Apart (Mike Zaloxx Extended Remix)” by Derek Palmer, Hidden Tigress
“Guiding Light (Extended Mix)” by Sam Laxton, Driftmoon, & Cris Von X
“Supernatural (Extended Mix)” by Ehren Stowers

BREAK

“Honeycomb” by Lake Turner
“What Is It But A Dream” by Bernd Kolb
“Innovation Zero” by Conjure One
“Hazer” by Basstakil
NOVEMBER 3, 2023 Show

“On The Line (Extended Mix)” by Estiva, Julie Church
“Elevate” by Dabeat
“Flying By (Extended Mix)” by Bound To Divide, Lovlee
“Bliss (Extended Mix)” by 08 Orbit, Humans Out Loud
“Anywhere (Road Trippin’)(Extended Mix)” by aname
“Child’s Eyes (Sherpa Extended Remix)” by Madwave, Tastexperience

BREAK

“Girls Out At Night (Extended Mix)” by Martina Budde, Riccardo Fiori
“What A Wicked Game” by Ghostbusterz
“The Truth (Extended Mix)” by Craig Knight, Tom Caruso
“Ray Of Sunshine (Extended Mix)” by Aruhtra, Scott Lucille

BREAK

“Only You” by Blanke, Meggie York
“Underwater” by Telomic feat. Susan H
“Ember (Hybrid Minds Remix)” by Camo & Crooked

BREAK

“When The World Forgot To Spin (Sunlight Project Remix)” by Roan Gosling
“Whole (Extended Mix)” by Raz Nitzan, Emilya Buchan
“Hallelujah (Extended Mix)” by Feel
“Down The River (Extended Mix)” by Akkima, Elara
“Like The Sky Is Falling (Extended Mix)” by Nifra, London Thor

BREAK

“Iki (Extended Mix)” by Nikolauss
“Keep You Safe (Cold Blue Extended Remix)” by Giuseppe Ottaviani, Richard Walters
“Feeling Alive (Extended Mix)” by OGravity
“Updraft (Extended Mix)” by Hiromori Aso
“Miracle (Ben Nicky Trance Remix)” by Calvin Harris, Ellie Goulding

BREAK

“Resolver” by Kaisaku
“Carousel (Vito Fognini Remix)” by Adip Kiyoi, Christina Novelli
“Waves” by Aurosonic, Denis Karpinsky, & Maria Mauri
OCTOBER 27, 2023 SHOW

“Prayer (Nick Warren & Nicolas Rada Remix)” by Satoshi Fumi
“Pieces” by Felix Raphael
“Everlasting Life (Extended Mix)” by Boy North, Jodie Knight
“Metanoia” by GMJ, Matter
“Fool’s Gold (Extended Mix)” by Costa, Tiff Lacey

BREAK

“One Two Three (Extended Mix)” by CJ Jeff feat. Ellivia
“Lovefool (Extended Mix)” by Poppy Baskcomb feat. Jess Bays
“How Does It Feel (Paul Woolford Extended Remix)” by London Grammar
“E Samba (Extended Mix)” by STFU

BREAK

“Meant To Me (Extended Mix)” by Almero
“No Air (Extended Mix)” by Pontifexx, Axxe, & Ventura
“You’re Still Home (BlackCode Extended Remix)” by BlackCode & Larce feat. Robin Vane
“Where Have You Gone (Anywhere) (Extended Mix)” by Lucas & Steve

BREAK

“Twilight Rain (Extended Mix)” by Standard Form
“Toll Says No More (Extended Mix)” by Aurosonic, Majai
“Angels (Extended Mix)” by Adip Kiyoi, Nabil MJ, & Liezl
“Always (Extended Mix)” by Ben Nicky & Greg Downey feat. Christian Burns

BREAK

“Enigma (Extended Mix)” by Talla 2xl
“Surrender (Extended Mix)” by C-Systems, Hannah Finsen
“Every Breath I Take (Extended Mix)” by SMR LVE, Sue McLaren
“Run Into Better Times (Extended Mix)” by DJ T.H., Natalie Gioia
“Take Me On A Journey (Extended Mix)” by Alan Morris, Sarah Lynn

BREAK

“Roller Coaster (Sunset Horizon Mix)” by Kristina Sky & Danny Stubbs feat. Evan Henzi
“Contradictions (Extended Mix)” by Lova
“You Need To Be There For Them” by Leaving Laurel
OCTOBER 20, 2023 SHOW

“Quasar (Extended Mix)” by Tiaem
“Anywhere (Road Trippin’) (Extended Mix)” by aname
“New Horizon (Extended Mix)” by Scorz feat. Lauren l’aimant
“Who Knew (Extended Mix)” by Spark030
“It’s Me (Extended Mix)” by Spencer Brown & P.O.S. feat. Marieme

BREAK

“Never Knew Love Like This (Mike Ivy & Lenny M Remix)” by Mathieu Cetta, Terri B
“Gimme 2Nite” by Ghostbusterz
“Waste Your Love (Extended Mix)” by Jake Silva, Frankie Sims
“Face In The Crowd (Extended Mix)” by Sam Divine, Hayley May
“Enjoy The Silence” by Block & Crown, Chelsea Singh

BREAK

“Closer Than Close (Extended Mix)” by Sam Divine, Scott Garcia
“You Got Me” by Monroe, Alexa Harley
“Before You (Extended Mix)” by Bcee, Charlotte Haining

BREAK

“If You Call My Name” by Kike L
“Cloud9 (Extended Mix)” by 28mm
“Home (GVN Extended Remix)” by Chakra
“Little White Lies (Club Mix)” by Holy Waters
“Like The Sky Is Falling (Extended Mix)” by Nifra, London Thor

BREAK

“Without You (Extended Mix)” by OGravity
“Eyes (Extended Mix)” by Niko Zografos, Susie Ledge
“Elite (Extended Mix)” by Michael Kaelios
“Other Side (Extended Mix)” by Christopher Corrigan

BREAK

“Chance To Live” by FAWZY
“Our Love (Sandro Mireno Orchestral Mix)” by Feel, Andrew Mirt, & Alexandra Badoi
“Start Again” by Holen, Nosila
“Child’s Eyes (Chillout Mix)” by Madwave, Tastexperience
“Venezia 26 02” by Lova
OCTOBER 13, 2023 SHOW

“Living Dream” by Matter
“Feel It Out (Extended Mix)” by Dennis Sheperd, Liset Alea
“Tides (Extended Mix)” by Farves, Ellysse Mason, & Sebastian Moriarty
“Moment (Extended Mix)” by PRAANA, Danni Carra
“I'll Be Here For Now (Extended Mix)” by Alex H feat. Ivy Marie

BREAK

“Everybody, Everybody” by Fabio Piccoli, Maurizio Basilotta, & MF Productions
“Real Love (Extended Mix)” by Martina Budde
“Ain’t Nobody (Ghostbusterz Euro Extended Remix)” by Sean Finn
“Ray Of Sunshine (Extended Mix)” by Aruhtra, Scott Lucille

BREAK

“Sweat (Extended Mix)” by KREAM
“Fire With Fire (Extended Mix)” by Armin Van Buuren & HRRTZ feat. Julia Church
“No More (Extended Mix)” by VLUARR, GRX, & Thomas Nan feat. Zana
“Alive (KREAM Remix)” by Kaskade, deadmau5, & The Moth & The Flame

BREAK

“Until Then (Extended Mix)” by SMR LVE, Sue McLaren
“Infinite Space (Extended Mix)” by Trance Reserve, Neonica, & Hidden Tigress
“Keep My Dreams Alive (Extended Mix)” by Tritonal, Susie Ledge
“Never Leave (Extended Mix)” by Dan Stone

BREAK

“Supernatural (Extended Mix)” by Ehren Stowers
“Child’s Eyes (Extended Mix)” by Madwave, Tastexperience
“Light Up The Sky (Extended Mix)” by Spencer Newell, Sue McLaren
“Nothing Stopping Me (Extended Mix)” by RAM, Clara Yates

BREAK

“Blissful Meditation” by Chakra Colours
“Home (Neonica Remix)” by Papulin, Kate Miles
“Freefly” by Jody Wisternoff, James Grant, & Nopi
“Shadows Falling (Asriel Mix)” by John Monkman
OCTOBER 6, 2023 SHOW

“I Would (Matt Lange Extended Mix)” by Andrew Bayer, Alison May, & Grandfather Machine
“Vision (BetweenUs Extended Remix)” by Solarstone
“On The Line (Extended Mix)” by Estiva, Julia Church
“Better Days Will Come” by Leaving Laurel
“Illusion (Extended Mix)” by Felyn, Oliver Wickham, & Tristan Klampert

BREAK
“Be Someone (Extended Mix)” by Calippo, C-Ro
“Tribute (Right On)” by MF Productions, Garas
“Touch Me (Block & Crown Extended Club Mix)” by Sonic Soul Orchestra feat. Kathy Brown
“About You (Americana) (SAMO Extended Remix)” by Mark Funk, Danny Cruz, & Jody Findley

BREAK
“Tell You Something (Extended Mix)” by Soulecta, Gid Sedgwick
“Back To Life (Edlan Remix)” by Maduk, Dan Soleil
“Alpenglow” by Natty Lou feat. Lottie Jones
“One Time” by Jason Ross

BREAK
“Transparent (Extended Mix)” by VANES
“Frozen In Time (Extended Mix)” by Costa, Cari
“Every Second (York Extended Remix)” by Ladybyrd
“Starts Tonight (Dennis Sheperd Extended Remix)” by Derek Ryan, Sarah De Warren
“I Don’t Want To Go There (Dennis Sheperd Extended Remix)” by Conjure One, Jaren

BREAK
“Reflections (Extended Mix)” by Mhammed El Alami
“You’re Never Alone (Extended Uplifting Mix)” by Ciaran McAuley, Susie Ledge
“Every Breath I Take (Extended Mix)” by SMR LVE, Sue McLaren
“Need To Feel Loved (Extended Mix)” by Roman Messer

BREAK
“Another Chance (Orchestral Mix)” by Principia
“World Of Mine” by Lova
“Gravity” by Hiromori Aso
“Vuela Alto” by Blank & Jones, Franco De Mulero
SEPTEMBER 29, 2023 SHOW

“Small Things” by Derek von Wurmb
“Where We Should Be (Extended Mix)” by Sound Quelle, Tailor
“Darkness (Extended Mix)” by Kozua
“Moment (Extended Mix)” by PRAANA, Danni Carra
“Giving Up On You (Extended Mix)” by Falden feat. Lewyn
“Fall Forward (Extended Mix)” by Arto

BREAK

“Sign Your Name” by Popcorn Poppers feat. Roman Pulga
“Just Dance 4 Me (Extended Mix)” by GhostMasters
“Waste Your Love (Extended Mix)” by Jake Silva, Frankie Sims
“My Eyes Only (Extended Mix)” by Ashibah

BREAK

“Run With Me (Extended Mix)” by Meikle & Riley James feat. Alessa
“Run (Extended Mix)” by Robbie Mendez
“Black & Blue (Extended Mix)” by KAAZE, Simon Ward
“Comes Your Way (Inception) (Extended Mix)” by Lucas & Steve

BREAK

“Oxytocin (Extended Mix)” by Ray Mitchell, Jason Cox
“Stay (Extended Mix)” by SMR LVE, Jennifer Rene
“Unmask (Extended Mix)” by Daxson, Lachi
“Empty Promises (Extended Mix)” by Andy Cain, Zara Taylor

BREAK

“Updraft (Extended Mix)” by Hiromori Aso
“Falling (Craig Connelly Extended Remix)” by First State feat. Anita Kelsey
“Eyes (Extended Mix)” by Niko Zografos, Susie Ledge
“Be With You (Craig Connelly Extended Remix)” by Sneijder, Karen Kelly

BREAK

“Wilderness” by Dan Stone
“So High (Deme3us Chillout Mix)” by LR Uplift, Natune
“Home” by MK II
“Collide (Jody Wisternof & James Grant Remix)” by LAR
SEPTEMBER 22, 2023 SHOW

“Colatrix (Matter Remix)” by Jiminy Hop
“Waiting” by Banaati
“Lotus Flower (Extended Mix)” by Modera, Phoebe Tsen
“I'll Be Home (Extended Mix)” by Modera, Camp 8
“Dive (Extended Mix)” by Lumynesynth, Into The Ether

BREAK

“Dreaming About U (Extended Mix)” by GhostMasters
“Love Me No More” by Block & Crown
“Me And U (Extended Mix)” by Disco Gurls
“Out Of Sight” by Mike Newman, Antoine Cortez

BREAK

“Cosmic Funk (Extended Mix)” by Shunji Fujii
“The Journey” by Hiraeth
“Barricades (Extended Mix)” by Netsky, Rita Ora
“Can't Break Me” by Mountain feat. Karina Ramage

BREAK

“Eugina (Extended Mix)” by Paul Thomas, JES, Fuenka
“I Don't Want To Go There (Dennis Sheperd Extended Remix)” by Conjure One, Jaren
“Forever (Extended Mix)” by DT8 Project
“Y.O.U. (Extended Mix)” by Mhammed El Alami, Osman Mousa

BREAK

“In Love With Spring (Extended Mix)” by Peter Krejcik
“Distant Calls (Extended Mix)” by Re:Locate, Simon Anthony, & Sue McLaren
“Nothing Stopping Me (Extended Mix)” by RAM, Clara Yates
“Flying (Extended Mix)” by Mart Sine, Susie Ledge
“I'm Sorry 2022 (Extended Dub)” by Type 41, Danny Claire

BREAK

“Spring” by Aurosonic, Sergei Shvets, & Maria Mauri
“Paradigm” by ArkAngel
“Someday” by Lumynesynth, Cressida
SEPTEMBER 15, 2023 SHOW

“All For You (Oniricus Extended Remix)” by Dan Stone
“New Horizon (Extended Mix)” by Scorz feat. Lauren l’aimant
“Rivers (Extended Mix)” by L.Gu, LAR, & Ben Cina
“Bliss (Extended Mix)” by 08 Orbit, Humans Out Loud
“All My Light (Extended Mix)” by Boy North

BREAK

“Lovefool (Extended Mix)” by Poppy Baskcomb feat. Jess Bays
“Side By Side (Extended Mix)” by Martina Budde
“Return To The Classic (Jo Paciello Deep Mix)” by The Kollective
“Alone (Extended Mix)” by LVNDSCAPE & Cr3on feat. John Dory

BREAK

“Say Goodbye (Extended Mix)” by Almero, Heero
“It Burns (Extended Mix)” by Alle Farben
“Fire With Fire (Extended Mix)” by Armin Van Buuren & HRRTZ feat. Julia Church
“Where You Are (Extended Mix)” by John Summit, Hayla

BREAK

“When The World Forgot To Spin (Sunlight Project Remix)” by Roan Gosling
“Emotion” by Gubera
“You’re Never Alone (Extended Mix)” by Ciaran McAuley, Susie Ledge
“Friends Apart (Extended Mix)” by Simon Leon
“Falling (Extended Mix)” by Made Of Light

BREAK

“Solaris (Extended Mix)” by Paipy, WINTERBORN
“Unbroken (Extended Mix)” by Angelus, Liam Melly, & JSKA
“One Step (Extended Mix)” by Paipy, Cathy Burton
“Nishaya (Extended Mix)” by Ingsha

BREAK

“Resolver” by Kaisaku
“Leave A Light On (Beatless Mix)” by Activa, Lo
“Embers (Chill Out Mix)” by Aldous, KNVWN
“Lonely Road” by Holen
SEPTEMBER 8, 2023 SHOW

“Wonder” by Savvas
“Tribute To Curiosity (EMIOL Remix)” by Aurosonic, Denis Karpinsky, & Maria Mauri
“Riviera (Extended Mix)” by Clarks
“Feel Your Weight (Angara Extended Remix)” by ArkAngel
“Miles Away (Extended Mix)” by Zmindi

BREAK

“Touch Me (Block & Crown Extended Club Mix)” by Sonic Soul Orchestra feat. Kathy Brown
“Hold Tight (Dombresky Extended Remix)” by BLOND:ISH & Nico de Andrea feat. Darla Jade
“Fresh (House Of Prayers Poolside Edit)” by Crazibiza
“Ain’t Nobody (Ghostbusterz Euro Extended Remix)” by Sean Finn

BREAK

“Chemistry (Maxim Sinclair Edit)” by Tru Faith
“Crossroad” by Bcee, L-Side, & Charlotte Haining
“Countless Waves” by Flint & Figure feat. Rhode

BREAK

“Warm Evening” by Intelectronic
“Last Page First (Extended Mix)” by Physical Phase, Denise Rivera
“Miracle (Mau P Remix)” by Calvin Harris, Ellie Goulding
“Bon Voyage (Extended Mix)” by Illitheus

BREAK

“True Nature (Club Mix)” by New World
“Walk Through Shadows (Jimmy Chou Extended Remix)” by Maratone, Saphron, & Hardcode
“Catching The Stars (Extended Mix)” by Greg Oakland feat. Jaime Deraz
“Us Against The World (Extended Mix)” by Stowers & Cooper feat. That Girl

BREAK

“Reflections Of You (Sadedge Chill Out Remix)” by Trance Classics, Cathy Burton
“My Inspiration” by Elite Electronic
“Lost & Found (Delaitech Remix)” by Roman Messer, Roxanne Emery
“Softly Now” by ArkAngel
SEPTEMBER 1, 2023 SHOW

“Better Days Will Come” by Leaving Laurel
“New Horizon (Extended Mix)” by Scorz feat. Lauren l’aimant
“Golden Hour (Extended Mix)” by Sunflare
“To Be With You (Extended Mix)” by Kennedy One
“Greece 2000 (KREAM Extended Remix)” by Three Drives On A Vinyl

BREAK

“Just Dance 4 Me (Extended Mix)” by GhostMasters
“Ray Of Sunshine (Extended Mix)” by Aruhtra, Scott Lucille
“What A Wicked Game” by Ghostbusterz
“Face In The Crowd (Extended Mix)” by Sam Divine, Hayley May

BREAK

“Chapters (Extended Mix)” by Nicky Romero
“Paradise (Extended Mix)” by KAAZE, Jordan Grace
“Radio Love (Extended Mix)” by Sjaak, Kav Verhouzer, & De Hofnar
“Baby Don’t Hurt Me (Extended Mix)” by David Guetta, Anne-Marie, & Coi Leray

BREAK

“Evenfall (DJ Version)” by David Broaders
“Every Second (York Extended Remix)” by Ladybyrd
“Limitless (Extended Mix)” by Dennis Sheperd, Koni Blank, & EKE
“Light Your Darkness” by Somna, Sean Ryan, & Michele C

BREAK

“Standing On The Edge Of Space (Cold Blue Extended Remix)” by The Thrillseekers pres. Hydra
“Out Of Nowhere (Connor Woodford Remix)” by John O’ Callaghan feat. Josie
“Start A Fire (Extended Mix)” by Lostly, Jordan Grace
“Feeling Alive (Extended Mix)” by OGravity
“Never Far From Here (Extended Mix)” by Sam Cydan

BREAK

“Together” by Luis A. Moreno
“Home (Neonica Remix)” by Papulin, Kate Miles
“Hope To Wonder” by Andrew Riqueza, Diana Dyatkinskaya
“Running” by Holen

AUGUST 25, 2023 SHOW
“Helios (Erdi Irmak Remix)” by Paul Thomas
“Keep My Dreams Alive (Hessian Extended Mix)” by Tritonal, Susie Ledge
“Searching In Your Soul (Extended Mix)” by Ronski Speed & DJ T.H. pres. Sun Decade & Linnea Schossow
“Almost Home (Above & Beyond Deep Mix)” by Above & Beyond, Justine Suissa
“Mimoraya (Extended Mix)” by Volen Sentir

BREAK

“I Need Your Lovin’ (Club Mix)” by Disco Gurls
“The Beat On Saturday” by Paul Parsons, Adri Block
“Jack To The FunkyTown (Club Mix)” by GhostMasters
“Bright Lights” by Patrick Tijssen, Maickel Telussa

BREAK

“Between” by Seven Lions feat. Eli Teplin
“Castles” by Hybrid Minds, Tom Walker
“Flat Jam” by Pola & Bryson
“Elise (Tofu Extended Remix)” by Gareth Emery

BREAK

“Kailini (Extended Mix)” by Binary Ensemble vs. Gabrielle Ag pres. Elle
“Keep My Dreams Alive (Extended Mix)” by Tritonal, Susie Ledge
“Infinite Space (Extended Mix)” by Trance Reserve, Neonica, & Hidden Tigress
“Starts Tonight (Dennis Sheperd Extended Remix)” by Derek Ryan, Sarah De Warren

BREAK

“Permission To Exhale (Extended Mix)” by Ciaran McAuley
“Other Side (Factor B’s In Loving Memory Remix)” by Vintage & Morelli, Arielle Maren
“Running Out (Extended Mix)” by Tycoos & Mike Zaloxx feat. Shar
“Your Love (Alex M.O.R.P.H. Extended Remix)” by ThoBa, Kate Miles

BREAK

“The Strangest Thing” by Vanilla Potatoyes
“Someday” by Lumynesynth, Cressida
“Birds” Mk II
“Second Hand Love” by Sebastian Davidson & FC Commitments feat. Lewyn

AUGUST 18, 2023 SHOW
“New Sunset (Extended Mix)” by Another Big Cat
“Lotus Flower (djimboh Extended Remix)” by Phoebe Tsen, Modera
“Walk Away (Extended Mix)” by ZOYA
“Everlasting Life (Extended Mix)” by Boy North, Jodie Knight
“Voices (Extended Mix)” by Max Freegrant, Slow Fish

BREAK

“Don’t You See (Extended Mix)” by Deep Stream
“Silver Shadow” by Paul Parsons, Adri Block
“Side By Side (Extended Mix)” by Martina Budde
“Sky (Extended Mix)” by KC Lights

BREAK

“Slow Down (Extended Mix)” by Havoq & Danel feat. OskR
“Paradise (Extended Mix)” by KAAZE, Jordan Grace
“I’m Good (Blue) (Extended Mix)” by David Guetta, Bebe Rexha
“Don’t Wait (Extended Mix)” by Mesto & Dastic feat. Claudy

BREAK

“Sunshine In Human Form (Extended Mix)” by DT8 Project & Lustral feat. Ricky Simmonds
“Final Frontier (Extended Mix)” by Alpha 9
“Loose Ends (Extended Mix)” by Physical Phase, Rozemary
“Company (Extended Mix)” by Chris Schweizer, Sarah Howells

BREAK

“XII (Extended Mix)” by Ferry Tayle
“My Reason (Extended Mix)” by Phillip J, Kim Casandra
“Nothing’s Impossible (Extended Mix)” by Ashley Wallbridge feat. That Girl
“Stay (Extended Mix)” by Talla 2xlc, Clara Yates

BREAK

“Colors Of Dawn” by Bernd Kolb
“Together We Are Strong (Slomotional Mix)” by Etasonic
“Zen” by Tastexperience
“Lady From The Past’ by Arneksis

AUGUST 11, 2023 SHOW
“Deeper Love (Extended Mix)” by Siskin
“The Whiteroom (Marsh Extended Mix)” by Andy Moor & Adam White feat. Whiteroom
“Calling You (Extended Mix)” by Kennedy One feat. Shelley Harland
“All My Light (Extended Mix)” by Boy North
“Rapture (Hugo Cantarra Extended Remix)” by Kryder, Natalie Shay

BREAK

“DNA (Sam Feldt Extended Remix)” by Craig David, Galantis
“All On Me (Extended Mix)” by Lukas Vane feat. Jex
“Let Me Dance (Extended Mix)” by GotSome feat. Damon Trueitt
“Be Good (House Of Prayers Remix)” by DJ PP, Crazibiza, & Jack Mood
“Love Me Better (Extended Mix)” by Jess Bays feat. Leah Guest

BREAK

“Waterfall (Club Edit)” by Disclosure, Raye
“Underneath My Skin” by HALIENE
“Before You (Extended Mix)” Bcee, Charlotte Haining
“Nothing More (Etherwood Remix)” by Askel & Elere feat. YENIAS

BREAK

“Memory Of A Lifetime (Extended Mix)” by The Blizzard
“Time After Time (Extended Mix)” by Dash Berlin & DubVision feat. Emma Hewitt
“Reach Across The Sky (DVRK CLOUD Remix)” by HALIENE
“Together Alone (Extended Mix)” by Costa, Jo Cartwright
“Eternal (Progressive Mix)” by Aurosonic, Cathy Burton

BREAK

“Protect Your Mind (Extended Mix)” by Talla 2xlc, DJ Sakin
“Here With Me (Extended Mix)” by Omar Sherif, Susie Ledge
“Falling (Enigma State Extended Mix)” by Lost Witness, Osa Blu
“The Last Dance (Extended Mix)” by Stargazers, Emma Horan

BREAK

“Dreamcatcher (Chillout Remix)” by Peter Santos, Chris Element
“Lanterns On A River” by Eva Abraham, Lol Hammond
“Submerge” by Olan
“Henosis” by Seven Lions

AUGUST 4, 2023 SHOW
“Alive (Extended Mix)” by Sienna Collective
“Stronger (Extended Mix)” by Gregory Esayan, Astroleaf
“Once Upon A World (Extended Mix)” by Vintage & Morelli
“Oceans (Where Feet May Fail) (Extended Mix)” by LEVV & SJ feat. Audrey Assad
“Dreams (Extended Mix)” by Hiromori Aso

BREAK

“Lucky Star (Jay Vegas Classic Disco Mix)” by Ron Carroll
“U Get What U Give (Club Mix)” by Disco Gurls, The Soul Gang
“Love Me No More” by Block & Crown
“Rock The World (Extended Mix)” by Ghostmasters, The Groove Band

BREAK

“Stay A Little Longer (Extended Mix)” by Nicky Romero, DubVision, & Philip Strand
“You’re Still Home (BlackCode Extended Remix)” by BlackCode & Larce feat. Robin Vane
“Out Of My Head (Extended Mix)” by Robbie Mendez
“Outer Love (Extended Mix)” by Almero

BREAK

“Calling (Extended Mix)” by Alpha 9 feat. Tom Bailey
“Keep My Dreams Alive (Extended Mix)” by Tritonal, Susie Ledge
“Vesper (Kolonie Extended Remix)” by Gareth Emery & Ashley Wallbridge feat. Nash
“Tears From The Moon (aname Extended Mix)” by Conjure One, Sinead O’Connor

BREAK

“Resurrection (GXD Extended Remix)” by Andy Moor
“Other Side (Factor B’s In Loving Memory Remix)” by Vintage & Morelli, Arielle Maren
“The Way That U R” by Robert Nickson, Ellie Lawson
“The City Sleeps Tonight (Extended Mix)” by Ben Gold

BREAK

“Birds” Mk II
“Collide” by Yula
“Little Star” by Elysian (UK)
“Ride It (Acoustic)” by Regard, Jan Sean

JULY 28, 2023 SHOW
“Inner Voice (Extended Mix)” by Rospy
“Gold (Extended Mix)” by AVIRA feat. Chris Howard
“Floating (Extended Mix)” by BetweenUs, VJS
“Where we Should Be (Braxton Extended Remix)” by Sound Quelle, Tailor
“The Air I Breathe (Kryder Extended Remix)” by Richard Durand, Christina Novelli
“Something For Nothing (Extended Mix)” Boy North, Moone

BREAK

“I Want You” by Sam Divine, Kormak
“Lose Control” by Becky Hill, Goodboys, Meduza Music
“Piece Of Your Heart (Joris Voorn Extended Remix)” by Goodboys, Meduza Music
“Last Time (Club Mix)” by Hey Dan, Emilie Rachel

BREAK

“Who You Are” by Craig David, MNEK
“Breathe Out” by Hybrid Minds, Fred V, & Issey Cross
“Remember Their Names” by Rudimental & MJ Cole feat. Josh Barry

BREAK

“For What It’s Worth (Extended Mix)” by Gabrielle Ag, Eric De La Vega
“To Get Even (Starlight Project Extended Remix)” by Serra 9 feat. Meredith Nee
“Unkissed By You (Extended Mix)” by Aurosonic, Alina Aminova
“I Am That (So Hum Mantra) (Costa Extended Remix)” by Katty Heath, The Peaceful Trees

BREAK

“Conjunction (Extended Mix)” by Rowan Van Beckhoven
“Surrender (Extended Mix)” by Alex M.O.R.P.H., Amy Wallace
“Under My Skin (Extended Mix)” by Tycoos, Josie Sandfeld
“Better (Extended Mix)” by A.R.D.I. feat. Milley

BREAK

“Baltyk” by Pejzaz
“Start Again” by Holen, Nosila
“Where I Find My Mind (Extended Mix)” by Eli & Fur
“Silence” by Trivecta feat. Amistat
“Aether” by Dary Adams

JULY 21, 2023 SHOW
“Inside Out (Extended Mix)” by Roger Shah, Dominik Novak
“Other Side (Extended Mix)” by Vintage & Morelli, Arielle Maren
“This Time Last Year” by Leaving Laurel
“Rapture (Hugo Cantarra Extended Remix)” by Kryder, Natalie Shay
“Nobody Loves Me (Extended Mix)” by Siskin
“High (Extended Mix)” by SKiY

BREAK

“Face In The Crowd (Extended Mix)” by Sam Divine, Hayley May
“Escape (John Summit Remix)” by Kaskade, deadmau5 & K x 5 feat. Hayla
“Love Again (Extended Mix)” by Chaney
“Colourblind (Extended Mix)” by Jess Bays, Hayley May

BREAK

“The One (Extended Mix)” by Hannah Wants feat. ARA
“Where You Are (Extended Mix)” by John Summit, Hayla
“Another Life (Extended Club Mix)” by Lucas & Steve feat. Alida

BREAK

“Shards (Lost Legend Extended Remix)” by Solarstone
“Leave You Now (Aurosonic Extended Remix)” by Roman Messer, Romy Wave
“Between The Truth & The Lie (Beatsole Extended Mix)” by Patrik Humann, Isabel Oliver
“Smoke & Ash” by Fast Distance

BREAK

“Path To The Unknown (Extended Mix)” by David Cesana
“Home (Extended Mix)” by Rinaly, Donna Tella
“Start A Fire (Extended Mix)” by Lostly, Jordan Grace
“Falling (Craig Connelly Extended Remix)” by First State feat. Anita Kelsey
“Never Far From Here (Extended Mix)” by Sam Cydan

BREAK

“Follow The Orange Light (Chillout Mix)” by Sergey Shabanov
“Leave A Light On (Beatless Mix)” by Activa, Lo
“Waiting All My Life (08 Pulse Cinematic Remix)” by Paul Sawyer, Ana Be
“Henosis” by Seven Lions

JULY 14, 2023 SHOW
“Darkness (Extended Mix)” by Kozua
“Colours (Extended Mix)” by Sound Quelle, Lauren L’aimant
“A Spoon Of Honey (Michael A Remix)” by Forty Cats
“Keep My Dreams Alive (Hessian Extended Mix)” by Tritonal, Susie Ledge
“Elemental” by GMJ, Matter
“Come Closer (Extended Mix)” by Shingo Nakamura

BREAK

“U Get What U Give (Club Mix)” by Disco Gurls, The Soul Gang
“All Around The World” by Block & Crown, Martina Budde
“Rock The World (Extended Mix)” by Ghostmasters, The Groove Band

BREAK

“Now & Then” by Woven
“Underwater” by Telomic feat. Susan H
“Not Alone” by Hybrid Minds, Tom Cane
“May I Have This Dance (dreamr. Extended Remix)” by Mikey C, Lila McKenna

BREAK

“Twilight Rain (Extended Mix)” by Standard Form
“Starts Tonight (Dennis Sheperd Extended Remix)” by Derek Ryan, Sarah De Warren
“Infinite Space (Extended Mix)” by Trance Reserve, Neonica, & Hidden Tigress
“Too Far Gone (Extended Mix)” by Costa, Maxime

BREAK

“Medellin Madness (Extended Mix)” by RAM
“Where Are You Now (Extended Mix)” by Mark Versluis, Emy Smith
“You & I (Ciaran McAuley Extended Remix)” by Aly & Fila, Emma Hewitt
“Running Out (Extended Mix)” by Tycoos & Mike Zaloxx feat. Shar
“Your Love (Alex M.O.R.P.H. Extended Remix)” by ThoBa, Kate Miles

BREAK

“For Our Friends In Other Places” by Chris Coco, Antonio Prosper
“Lonely Road” by Holen
“Alma” by Woven
“Forest Glow” by Kaisaku

JULY 7, 2023 SHOW
“Cycles (Second Sine Remix)” by Juan Deminicis
“Lotus Flower (djimboh Extended Remix)” by Phoebe Tseng, Modera
“Colombo (Extended Mix)” by Paul Thomas
“Tempest (Extended Mix)” by Sound Quelle, Daniel Robinson
“Mirage” by Erdi Irmak
“9 Days (Extended Mix)” by Nils Hoffman, Julia Church

BREAK

“Those Days” by Block & Crown, Martina Budde
“Too Hot” by Jackers Revenge feat. Soulboyz
“In The Air Tonight” by VetLove

BREAK

“Alive (KREAM Remix) by Kaskade, deadmau5, & The Moth & The Flame
“Stay A Little Longer (Extended Mix)” by Nicky Romero, DubVision, & Philip Strand
“Comes Your Way (Inception) (Extended Mix)” by Lucas & Steve
“Waves (Extended Mix)” by Steve Brian, Treetalk

BREAK

“Our Own Ways (Extended Mix)” by StanV
“If You Call My Name (Extended Mix)” by Kike L
“Solace (Extended Mix)” by Nourey
“We Made It (Extended Mix)” by Nima Van Ghavim
“Hold Me (Extended Mix)” by Michael Angelo, Sharon Valerona

BREAK

“Nishaya (Extended Mix)” by Ingscha
“What Matters (Extended Mix)” by RAM, Cari
“Need To Feel Loved (Extended Mix)” by Roman Messer
“Fantasia Nocturna” by Rolfiek, LR Uplift

BREAK

“Phoenix” by Blank Page
“Home” by MK II
“Heaven (Can Wait) (Ambient Mix)” by Blank & Jones

JUNE 30, 2023 SHOW
“Fireflies (As Far As We Could See)” by Leaving Laurel
“Better Place (Extended Mix)” by Modera, Lauren l’aimant
“Deeper Love (Extended Mix)” by Siskin
“Pegasus (Extended Mix)” by Meduza and Eli & Fur
“Ease My Pain (Extended Mix)” by SOLR, CeCe Mix

BREAK

“Out Of My Depth” by Chaney feat. Nu-La
“King Of My Castle” by Funky Guriz
“The Truth (Extended Mix)” by Craig Knight, Tom Caruso
“Love Like This (Extended Mix)” by Leftwing, Kody, & Robot Collective

BREAK

“Feel It” by MJ Cole feat. Piri & Tommy Villiers
“Back To Life (Edlan Remix)” by Maduk, Dan Soleil
“I Don’t Need You” by Edlan, Cooper Stites
“Used To Losing You” by Luma, Blanke, & helloworld feat. JT Roach

BREAK

“Morning Dusk (Extended Mix)” by StanV
“My Favourite Regret,” by Costa, Emilya Buchan
“Catch You When You Fall (Extended Mix)” by DJ T.H., Sharon Valerona
“In The Darkness (Extended Mix)” by Northern Project

BREAK

“Tears Of An Angel (Extended Dub)” by KBK, Nayenne
“Us Against The World (Extended Mix)” by Stowers & Cooper feat. That Girl
“Once Upon A Dream (Extended Mix)” by Sandro Mireno
“Love Again Like That (Extended Mix)” by Miyuki feat. Tara Louise
“XII (Extended Mix)” by Ferry Tayle

BREAK

“Wanderer (Chillout Mix)” by Sergey Shabanov
“You Shine” by ArkAngel
“Between” by Seven Lions feat. Eli Teplin
“Brushes” by Woven

JUNE 23, 2023 SHOW
“Stardust (GMJ & Matter Remix)” by David Leckenby
“Making Time (Extended Mix)” by Sultan & Shepard feat. Julia Church
“Lady From The Past (Montyi Extended Mix)” by Arneksis
“When You’re Around (SOLR Extended Remix)” by York, Shears, and Scot & Millfield
“Giving Up On You (Extended Mix)” by Falden feat. Lewyn
“Hold Me Tight (Extended Mix)” by Nicholas Gunn feat. Diana Miro

BREAK

“Mine (Club Mix)” by Jerome, Luca Lazza
“My Eyes Only (Extended Mix)” by Ashibah
“Hold Tight (Dombresky Extended Remix)” by BLOND:ISH & Nico de Andrea feat. Darla Jade
“Pasilda (CASSIMM Remix)” by Sean Finn, DJ Wady, & MoonDark

BREAK

“Falling (Extended Mix)” by BlackCode, David Allen
“Slow Down (Extended Mix)” by Havoq & Danel feat. OskR
“Dancing In The Dark (Extended Mix)” by Breathe Carolina, ManyFew
“Paradise (Extended Mix)” by KAAZE, Jordan Grace

BREAK

“Kailini (Extended Mix)” by Binary Ensemble vs. Gabrielle Ag pres. Elle
“Secrets of Your Heart (Extended Mix)” by Sam Allan, Sarah De Warren
“Open My Heart (Extended Mix)” by DJ T.H., Damian Duda, & Sharon Valerona
“Silhouette (Extended Mix)” by Costa, Elara

BREAK

“Dreamcatcher (Autumnal Poplar Groves Remix)” by Jason
“Hold Me Like You Do (Extended Mix)” by Thomas Knight
“Raven Hill (Extended Mix)” by Kenny Palmer
“Falling (Craig Connelly Extended Remix)” by First State feat. Anita Kelsey
“Redemption (Extended Mix)” by Cold Blue

BREAK

“When We First Met (Andrew Fields Chillout Mix)” by Timo Pralle
“Someday” by Lumynesynth, Cressida
“Make Our Peace Tonight” by Zetandel, Sue McLaren, & Smaz
“Collide” by Yula

JUNE 16, 2023 SHOW
“Archaios” by Simon Tagias
“Tempest (Extended Mix)” by Sound Quelle, Daniel Robinson
“Loving You (Extended Mix)” by LTN pres. Ghostbeat & Christina Novelli
“Take Me Home (Extended Mix)” by Suchos feat. Bri
“Impatient (Extended Mix)” by Taglo, Zara Taylor
“Beautiful (Extended Mix)” by Claptone feat. Lau.ra

BREAK

“Time Of Your Life” by Martina Budde, Yvvan Back
“E Samba (Extended Mix)” by STFU
“Pajaro (Leventina Remix)” by Ivan Miranda, David Novacek
“Bailalo” by Cato Anaya, Styline

BREAK

“Kiss It Better (MJ Cole Remix)” by Aluna, MK
“Fingerprints” by Hybrid Minds, Grace Gundy
“The Unsaid Letters” by Syren Rivers, Sub:liminal

BREAK

“Secret Of Life (Extended Mix)” by Mario De Caine
“Starts Tonight (Dennis Sheperd Extended Remix)” by Derek Ryan, Sarah De Warren
“Chemical Affair (Extended Mix)” by Farius, Tea Petrovic
“The Light (Extended Mix)” by Vintage & Morelli, Arielle Maren

BREAK

“Forever In My Heart (Extended Mix)” by Air Project, Ruslan Aschaulov
“Need To Feel Loved (Extended Mix)” by Roman Messer
“Better (Extended Mix)” by A.R.D.I. feat. Milley
“Dreaming Away” by Victor Special

BREAK

“Ende Sah” by Morgen Wurde feat. Tetsuroh Konishi
“Waiting All My Life (08 Pulse Cinematic Remix)” by Paul Sawyer, Ana Be
“Shadow (Paul Thomas Chill Out Session)” by Aly & Fila, Scott Bond
“Kasamansa (Sunrise Version)” by Trilucid

JUNE 9, 2023 SHOW
“To Be With You (Extended Mix)” by Kennedy One
“Better Place (Extended Mix)” by Modera, Lauren l’aimant
“On The Line (Extended Mix)” by Estiva, Julia Church
“The Whiteroom (Marsh Extended Mix)” by Andy Moor & Adam White feat. Whiteroom
“Piece Of My Love (Extended Mix)” by Siskin

BREAK

“The Truth (Extended Mix)” by Craig Knight, Tom Caruso
“What A Wicked Game” by Ghostbusterz
“Just Words (Extended Mix)” by DVBS
“Take Me Away (Qubiko Extended Remix)” by Mirko & Meex

BREAK

“Time And Time Again (Extended Mix)” by Jacob Rodi & Scottie vs. Jetason
“That I Know (Extended Mix)” by Dastic, Ryos
“Radio (Extended Mix)” by Sigala, MNEK
“You’re Still Home (BlackCode Extended Remix)” by BlackCode & Larce feat. Robin Vane

BREAK

“Passion (Extended Mix)” by Oliver Smith, Sonin
“Walking The Living (Extended Mix)” by Raz Nitzan, Isabel Oliver
“Vina Night (Extended Mix)” by SICKCODE, Keuse
“Right Now (Extended Mix)” by Somna, Blu Eyes
“Can You See Me (Extended Mix)” by Deme3us, Hidden Tigress

BREAK

“Permission To Exhale (Extended Mix)” by Ciaran McAuley
“Say You’re Mine (Extended Mix)” by Paul Oakenfold feat. Nat Monday & Christina Novelli
“Forgiven (Extended Mix)” by Fonzerelli
“Was It You” by Au5, HALIENE

BREAK

“Wilderness” by Dan Stone
“Softly Now” by ArkAngel
“Submerge” by Olan
“Sol3.14 (Alex M.O.R.P.H. Chill Mix)” by MRPHLNDR
JUNE 2, 2023 SHOW

“Arcadia (Extended Mix)” by Eugene Becker, 28mm
“Waiting All My Life (Wind Down Mix)” by Paul Sawyer, Ana Be
“Dreamer (Extended Mix)” by Snow Flakes
“Make A Move (Lessov Remix)” by Claes Rosen
“Searching In Your Soul (Extended Mix)” by Ronski Speed & DJ T.H. pres. Sun Decade & Linnea Schossow

BREAK

“U Get What U Give (Club Mix)” by Disco Gurls, The Soul Gang
“Ain’t Nobody (Ghostbusterz Euro Extended Remix)” by Sean Finn
“King Of My Castle” by Funky Gurlz
“DNA (Sam Feldt Extended Remix)” by Craig David, Galantis

BREAK

“Used To Losing You” by Luma, Blanke, & helloworld feat. JT Roach
“Feels Good” by Syren Rivers, Minos
“Castles” by Hybrid Minds, Tom Walker
“Contact” by Kelela

BREAK

“For What It’s Worth (Extended Mix)” by Gabrielle Ag, Eric De La Vega
“Limitless (Extended Mix)” by Denis Sheperd, Koni Blank, & EKE
“Keep My Dreams Alive (Extended Mix)” by Tritonal, Susie Ledge
“In Search Of Sunrise (Extended Mix)” by Markus Schulz, Adina Butar

BREAK

“You (Intro Edit)” by Avar
“Time Wait For Us (Extended Mix)” by Temple One, Shannon Hurley
“Your Love (Alex M.O.R.P.H. Extended Remix)” by ThoBa, Kate Miles
“Close To You (Extended Mix)” by A.R.D.I.

BREAK

“Wasted (Chillout Mix)” by Sergey Shabanov
“Falling (Deme3us Chillout Mix)” by Lost Witness, Osa Blu
“Forest Glow” by Kaisaku
“Zen” by Tastexperience
MAY 26, 2023 SHOW

“Wishful Thinking (Extended Mix)” by Jay FM
“Chasing Thoughts” by Soul Button and Talul
“Modular Memories” by Blusoul
“Thinkin About You (Extended Mix)” by Yvvan Back
“For A Memory” by Tim Green

BREAK

“Remember” by Sonic Future
“Remember (Block & Crown Remix)” by Luca Debonaire, Jose
“Remember The Way (Original Club Mix)” by Deep City Groove
“Remember Me” by Roger Sanchez feat. Stealth

BREAK

“Remember” by Steve Angello feat. The Presets
“Remember (Extended Mix)” by Third ? Party
“New Memories” by Afrojack, DubVision

BREAK

“I Still Remember (MuseArtic Remix)” by Matt Darey feat. Kate Louise Smith
“Remember Me (Shawn Mitiska & Tyler Michaud Remix)” by Interstate
“Memory Of You (Extended Mix)” by Frainbreeze, Denise Rivera
“Remember You As Mine (The Madison Extended Remix)” by 4 Strings, Maria Nayler

BREAK

“Other Side (Factor B’s In Loving Memory Remix)” by Vintage & Morelli, Arielle Maren
“Remember Me (Katrin’s World Extended Mix)” by Trance Classics, Susie Ledge
“Think Of You (Madwave Extended Remix)” by Tastexperience feat. Sara Lones
“Lost In Memories (David Elston Extended Remix)” by Ferry Tayle and XiJaro & Pitch

BREAK

“Autumn Memories (Album Mix)” by Costa
“Memories Of Summer” by Hiromori Aso
“Still Remember You (Stay Forever)” by Emma Hewitt
“Thought Of You (Album Mix)” by Dreamy
“When Thoughts Become You” by FERR & Ferry Corsten
MAY 19, 2023 SHOW

“Joheja (Tomb Extended Remix)” by Paul Thomas
“Make A Move (Lessov Remix)” by Claes Rosen
“Keep My Dreams Alive (Hessian Extended Mix)” by Tritonal, Susie Ledge
“Lose Yourself (Kostya Outta Extended Mix)” by Ruben de Ronde, That Girl
“Solace (Extended Mix)” by Yeadon & Boy North feat. Josefina

BREAK

“Ain’t Deep Enough (Extended Mix)” by Autograf feat. Jared Lee
“Raindrops (Extended Mix)” by Going Deeper, Amba Shepherd
“Don’t You See (Extended Mix)” by Deep Stream
“All Around The World” by Block & Crown, Martina Budde
“Intoxicated (Extended Mix)” by Justin Caruso, Drove

BREAK

“Where Have You Gone (Anywhere) (Extended Mix)” by Lucas & Steve
“Shine (Extended Mix)” by Marcus Santoro, Sentinel
“Guilty (Extended Mix)” by SICK INDIVIDUALS & Justin Prime feat. Nevve
“Heart Of Glass (Extended Mix)” by Robbie Mendez

BREAK

“Reconcile” by Frankie Wah
“Home (GVN Extended Remix)” by Chakra
“You’re Never Alone (Extended Mix)” by Ciaran McAuley, Susie Ledge
“Sirens In The Sky (Extended Mix)” by David Neven, Ocata
“Lost In The Desert (Extended Mix)” by MR90

BREAK

“You (Extended Mix)” by Avar
“Borderline (Extended Mix)” by MaRlo, Roxanne Emery
“You’re Smile (Extended Mix)” by Ciaran McAuley
“Under My Skin” by Shogun, Jennifer Rene

BREAK

“Days Of Blues (Extended Mix)” by Sons Of Maria
“High Fly (Beatless Mix)” by Blank & Jones
“North To South (Lounge Extended Edit)” by BORDERLESS, Iossa
May 12, 2023 SHOW

“Days Of Yore (Extended Mix)” by Passenger 10
“Losing Ground (Extended Mix)” by Sultan & Shepard feat. Tishmal
“Hurt Yourself (EMIOL Extended Remix)” by LTN, Cassidy Ford
“Floating (Extended Mix)” by BetweenUs, VJS
“The Whiteroom (Marsh Extended Mix)” by Andy Moor & Adam White feat. Whiteroom

BREAK

“Alone (Extended Mix)” by LVNDSCAPE & Cr3on feat. John Dory
“Fantasy (Extended Mix)” by Sammy Slade
“Go (Extended Mix)” by Sammy Porter
“Hold Tight (Dombresky Extended Remix)” by BLOND:ISH & Nico de Andrea feat. Darla Jade

BREAK

“Waterfall (Club Edit)” by Disclosure, Raye
“Appletree (Extended Mix)” by Ruth Royall
“See You Again” by Jason Ross, Seven Lions, & Fiora
“Sad Reality” by Codeko feat. Casey Cook

BEAK

“Theia (Extended Mix)” by Dim3nsion
“We Are Fire (Extended Mix)” by Manuel Rocca, Lyd14
“Built To Last (C-Systems Remix)” by Re:Locate, Robert Nickson, & Carol Lee
“Empty Promises (Extended Mix)” by Andy Cain, Zara Taylor

BREAK

“Protect Your Mind (Extended Mix)” by Talla 2xlc, DJ Sakin
“Release You (Extended Mix)” by Raz Nitzan, Neev Kennedy
“Feeling It All (Drival Extended Mix)” by Myde, Ellie Lawson
“Lost In Love (Extended Mix)” by Ahmed Romel, Christina Novelli

BREAK

“Visiting Kyoto” by Bernd Kolb
“Step By Step (Vocal Mix)” by Nick M
“Roller Coaster (Sunset Horizon Mix)” by Kristina Sky & Danny Stubbs feat. Evan Henzi
“Elysian” Bonobo

May 5, 2023 SHOW
“The Magic Spoon” by Zankee Gulati From “Beyond The Horizon, Vol. 2” (Meanwhile Horizons)
“You Shine (Farves Extended Remix)” by ArkAngel Single download (Enhanced Chill)
“Always You (Extended Mix)” by Siskin
“When You’re Around (SOLR Extended Remix)”
“Karibou (Extended Mix)” by Vintage & Morelli

BREAK

“Here It Comes (Club Mix)” by Disco Gurls
“Closer (Extended Mix)” by Sonny Fodera, Just Kiddin’, & Lilly Ahlberg
“Just Words (Extended Mix)” by DVBS
“Escape (John Summit Remix)” by Kaskade, deadmau5, & K x 5 feat. Hayla

BREAK

“Comes Your Way (Inception) (Extended Mix)” by Lucas & Steve
“Waves (Extended Mix)” by Steve Brian, Treetalk
“Sweet Mistake (Extended Mix)” by KAAZE, Marf
“Stay A Little Longer (Extended Mix)” by Nicky Romero, DubVision, & Philip Strand
“Ain’t No Love (Extended Mix)” by Jardin
“Down To Love” by Alpha 9 feat. Jonathan Mendelsohn
“Blue (Extended Mix)” by Marsh feat. Leo Wood
“I Am That (Ho Hum Mantra) (Costa Extended Remix)” by Katty Heath, The Peaceful Trees

BREAK

“Winter Sea (Extended Mix)” by Coin, Darkingz
“Love Is Love (Extended Mix)” by Amos & Riot Night feat. Emoiryah
“Falling (Craig Connelly Extended Remix)” by First State feat. Anita Kelsey
“Limitless (Extended Mix)” by NG Rezonance, Bryn Whiting

BREAK

“Night Meditation (Extended Mix)” by Chakra Colours
“The Beach (Beatless Mix)” by Blank & Jones
“Freedom” by Vanilla Potatoyes

APRIL 28, 2023 SHOW

“Helios (Erdi Irmak Remix)” by Paul Thomas
“Keep My Dreams Alive (Hessian Extended Mix)” by Tritonal, Susie Ledge
“Searching In Your Soul (Extended Mix)” by Ronski Speed & DJ T.H. pres. Sun Decade & Linnea Schossow
“Almost Home (Above & Beyond Deep Mix)” by Above & Beyond, Justine Suissa
“Mimoraya (Extended Mix)” by Volen Sentir

BREAK

“I Need Your Lovin’ (Club Mix)” by Disco Gurls
“The Beat On Saturday” by Paul Parsons, Adri Block
“Jack To The FunkyTown (Club Mix)” by GhostMasters
“Bright Lights” by Patrick Tijssen, Maickel Telussa

BREAK

“Between” by Seven Lions feat. Eli Teplin
“Castles” by Hybrid Minds, Tom Walker
“Flat Jam” by Pola & Bryson
“Elise (Tofu Extended Remix)” by Gareth Emery

BREAK

“Kailini (Extended Mix)” by Binary Ensemble vs. Gabrielle Ag pres. Elle
“Keep My Dreams Alive (Extended Mix)” by Tritonal, Susie Ledge
“Infinite Space (Extended Mix)” by Trance Reserve, Neonica, & Hidden Tigress
“Starts Tonight (Dennis Sheperd Extended Remix)” by Derek Ryan, Sarah De Warren

BREAK

“Permission To Exhale (Extended Mix)” by Ciaran McAuley
“Other Side (Factor B’s In Loving Memory Remix)” by Vintage & Morelli, Arielle Maren
“Running Out (Extended Mix)” by Tycoos & Mike Zaloxx feat. Shar
“Your Love (Alex M.O.R.P.H. Extended Remix)” by ThoBa, Kate Miles

BREAK

“The Strangest Thing” by Vanilla Potatoyes
“Someday” by Lumynesynth, Cressida
“Birds” Mk II
“Second Hand Love” by Sebastian Davidson & FC Commitments feat. Lewyn

APRIL 21, 2023 SHOW

“New Sunset (Extended Mix)” by Another Big Cat
“Lotus Flower (djimboh Extended Remix)” by Phoebe Tsen, Modera
“Walk Away (Extended Mix)” by ZOYA
“Everlasting Life (Extended Mix)” by Boy North, Jodie Knight
“Voices (Extended Mix)” by Max Freergrant, Slow Fish

BREAK

“Don’t You See (Extended Mix)” by Deep Stream
“Silver Shadow” by Paul Parsons, Adri Block
“Side By Side (Extended Mix)” by Martina Budde
“Sky (Extended Mix)” by KC Lights

BREAK

“Slow Down (Extended Mix)” by Havoq & Danel feat. OskR
“Paradise (Extended Mix)” by KAAZE, Jordan Grace
“I’m Good (Blue) (Extended Mix)” by David Guetta, Bebe Rexha
“Don’t Wait (Extended Mix)” by Mesto & Dastic feat. Claudy

BREAK

“Sunshine In Human Form (Extended Mix)” by DT8 Project & Lustral feat. Ricky Simmonds
“Final Frontier (Extended Mix)” by Alpha 9
“Loose Ends (Extended Mix)” by Physical Phase, Rozemary
“Company (Extended Mix)” by Chris Schweizer, Sarah Howells

BREAK

“XII (Extended Mix)” by Ferry Tayle
“My Reason (Extended Mix)” by Phillip J, Kim Casandra
“Nothing’s Impossible (Extended Mix)” by Ashley Wallbridge feat. That Girl
“Stay (Extended Mix)” by Talla 2Xlc, Clara Yates

BREAK

“Colors Of Dawn” by Bernd Kolb
“Together We Are Strong (Slomotional Mix)” by Etasonic
“Zen” by Tastexperience
“Lady From The Past” by Arneksis

APRIL 14, 2023 SHOW

“Deeper Love (Extended Mix)” by Siskin
“The Whiteroom (Marsh Extended Mix)” by Andy Moor & Adam White feat. Whiteroom
“Calling You (Extended Mix)” by Kennedy One feat. Shelley Harland
“All My Light (Extended Mix)” by Boy North
“Rapture (Hugo Cantarrra Extended Remix)” by Kryder, Natalie Shay
“DNA (Sam Feldt Extended Remix)” by Craig David, Galantis
“All On Me (Extended Mix)” by Lukas Vane feat. Jex
“Let Me Dance (Extended Mix)” by GotSome feat. Damon Trueitt
“Be Good (House Of Prayers Remix)” by DJ PP, Crazibiza, & Jack Mood
“Love Me Better (Extended Mix)” by Jess Bays feat. Leah Guest

“Waterfall (Club Edit)” by Disclosure, Raye
“Underneath My Skin” by HALIENE
“Before You (Extended Mix)” Bcee, Charlotte Haining
“Nothing More (Etherwood Remix)” by Askel & Elere feat. YENIAS

“Memory Of A Lifetime (Extended Mix)” by The Blizzard
“Time After Time (Extended Mix)” by Dash Berlin & DubVision feat. Emma Hewitt
“Reach Across The Sky (DVRKCLOUD Remix)” by HALIENE
“Together Alone (Extended Mix)” by Costa, Jo Cartwright
“Eternal (Progressive Mix)” by Aurosonic, Cathy Burton

“Protect Your Mind (Extended Mix)” by Talla 2xlc, DJ Sakin
“Here With Me (Extended Mix)” by Omar Sherif, Susie Ledge
“Falling (Enigma State Extended Mix)” by Lost Witness, Osa Blu
“The Last Dance (Extended Mix)” by Stargazers, Emma Horan

“Dreamcatcher (Chillout Remix)” by Peter Santos, Chris Element
“Lanterns On A River” by Eva Abraham, Lol Hammond
“Submerge” by Olan
“Henosis” by Seven Lions

APRIL 7, 2023 SHOW

“Alive (Extended Mix)” by Sienna Collective
“Stronger (Extended Mix)” by Gregory Esayan, Astroleaf
“Once Upon A World (Extended Mix)” by Vintage & Morelli
“Oceans (Where Feet May Fail) (Extended Mix)” by LEVV & SJ feat. Audrey Assad
“Dreams (Extended Mix)” by Hiromori Aso
“Lucky Star (Jay Vegas Classic Disco Mix)” by Ron Carroll
“U Get What U Give (Club Mix)” by Disco Gurls, The Soul Gang
“Love Me No More” by Block & Crown
“Rock The World (Extended Mix)” by Ghostmasters, The Groove Band

“Stay A Little Longer (Extended Mix)” by Nicky Romero, DubVision, & Philip Strand
“You’re Still Home (BlackCode Extended Remix)” by BlackCode & Larce feat. Robin Vane
“Out Of My Head (Extended Mix)” by Robbie Mendez
“Outer Love (Extended Mix)” by Almero

“Calling (Extended Mix)” by Alpha 9 feat. Tom Bailey
“Keep My Dreams Alive (Extended Mix)” by Tritonal, Susie Ledge
“Vesper (Kolonie Extended Remix)” by Gareth Emery & Ashley Wallbridge feat. Nash
“Tears From The Moon (aname Extended Mix)” by Conjure One, Sinead O’Connor

“Resurrection (GXD Extended Remix)” by Andy Moor
“Other Side (Factor B’s In Loving Memory Remix)” by Vintage & Morelli, Arielle Maren
“The Way That U R” by Robert Nickson, Ellie Lawson
“The City Sleeps Tonight (Extended Mix)” by Ben Gold

“Birds” Mk II
“Collide” by Yula
“Little Star” by Elysian (UK)
“Ride It (Acoustic)” by Regard, Jan Sean

MARCH 31, 2023 SHOW

“Cristalina (Extended Mix)” by Davee & Sun3
“Through Your Eyes (Extended Mix)” by Costa, Roberta Harrison
“You Got To Go (Fehrplay Extended Mix)” by Above & Beyond feat. Zoe Johnston
“To Live (Extended Mix)” by Tommy Farrow feat. Aziza Jaye
“Escape (Extended Mix)” by Kaskade, deadmau5, & K x 5 feat. Hayla
“Don’t You See (Extended Mix)” by Deep Stream
“Lifted (Extended Mix)” by Joy Club, Tieks
“Kids (Extended Mix)” by LUVE feat. Nevve
“Side By Side (Extended Mix)” by Martina Budde

“Reach Across The Sky” by HALIENE
“In A Dream (Outwild Remix)” by Man Cub feat. SVRCINA
“State Lines” by Hybrid Minds, Birdy
“Paradise” by Visionobi, GLXY, & Riya

“Friends Apart (Extended Mix)” by Simon Leon
“Will You Miss Me (Extended Mix)” by Fonzerelli, Alina Aminova
“You’re Never Alone (Extended Mix)” by Ciaran McAuley, Susie Ledge
“Water (Extended Mix)” by Elysian
“Rebound (Jason Ross Extended Mix)” by Mat Zo, ARTY

“Once Upon A Dream (Extended Mix)” by Sandro Mireno
“For Our Freedom (Extended Mix)” by D72, Natalie Gioia
“Change The World (Extended Mix)” by 4 Strings, Sarah Russell
“Beyond The Sky (Allen Watts Remix)” by Alex Holmes, Darren O’Brien
“Gargantua (Extended Mix)” by Cris Grey

“Early (Evolution Extended Mix)” by Chicane
“Beyond Time (Sadedge Chill Out Remix)” by Raz Nitzan, Ellie Lawson
“In Peace (Chill Mix)” by Cold Blue

MARCH 24, 2023 SHOW

“On The Beach (Extended Mix)” by Vintage & Morelli
“Rise (From The Deep)” by Audio Monkey
“Hold Me Tight (Extended Mix)” by Nicholas Gunn feat. Diana Miro
“When You’re Around (SOLR Extended Remix)” by York, Shears, and Scot & Millfield
“Echium (GMJ & Matter Remix)” by Alex O’Rion
“Fool’s Paradise” by Mees Salome feat. Celine Cairo
“Take Our Time” by Kit Kalvert  
“There’s No One” by Paul Parsons, Adri Block  
“Breathing (Extended Mix)” by Ali Story  
“Alone (Extended Mix)” by LVNDSCAPE & Cr3on feat. John Dory  
“Set Free (Club Mix)” by Harry Bolton & Keepin It Heale feat. Kate Aster  

“Run (Extended Mix)” by Robbie Mendez  
“Don’t Play By The Rules (Extended Mix)” by DTE & Prezioso  
“Waves (Extended Mix)” by Steve Brian, Treetalk  
“That I Know (Extended Mix)” by Dastic, Ryos  

“Convalescence (Extended Mix)” by Greg Oakland  
“Hide Away (Extended Mix)” by Michael Fearon, Theresia  
“Lean On Me (Zack Evans Extended Mix)” by Ruben De Ronde  
“Free My Mind (Extended Mix)” by h.x.e feat. Sylvia Bremer  
“Love Is Love (Extended Mix)” by Farius, Sue McLaren  

“Bohemia (Extended Mix)” by Allen Watts, Yoshi & Razner  
“Like The Sun (XiJaro & Pitch Extended Remix)” by Arctic Moon, Jessica Lawrence  
“Broken Things (Extended Mix)” by Cold Blue, Audrey Gallagher  
“Haunted (Extended Mix)” by Sue McLaren  

“Filmic” by Above & Beyond  
“Bring Me Back Around (Chill Out Mix)” by Boom Jinx feat. Meredith Call  
“Viusu” by Cantoma  
“Abandon Window” by Jon Hopkins  

**MARCH 17, 2023 SHOW**  
“Signals” by Amir Farhoodi, Saleh  
“Take Me There (Falden Extended Mix)” by Gardenstate, GVN  
“Lonely Planets” by Michael A  
“Lose Yourself (Kostya Outta Extended Mix)” by Ruben de Ronde, That Girl  
“Belmondo (Extended Mix)” by Suchos  
“Quiet And Cold (Extended Mix)” by Anderson
“Slow Down (Extended Mix)” by Martina Budde, Garas
“My Eyes Only (Extended Mix)” by Ashibah
“Dance All Night Long” by Ghostbusterz
“Make You Stay (Extended Mix)” by Kastra & Dave Crusher feat. Lynne

“Everything U Need” by FooR, Effie
“May I Have This Dance (dreamr. Extended Remix)” by Mikey C, Lila McKenna
“I Don’t Need You” by Edlan, Cooper Stiles
“Deep End (Hybrid Minds Remix)” by Birdy

“Piece Of My Love (Extended Mix)” by Siskin
“I See His Eyes (Extended Mix)” by Costa, Sarah Lynn
“We Are Free (Extended Mix)” by Vintage & Morelli
“Keep Running (EDHI EDWARD Extended Remix)” by Jeff Ozmits, Jenni Rudolph
“In Search Of Sunrise (Extended Mix)” by Markus Schulz, Adina Butar

“Harmony (Extended Mix)” by Etasonic
“Lost In Love (Extended Mix)” by Ahmed Romel, Christina Novelli
“The Last Dance (Extended Mix)” by Stargazers, Emma Horan
“Need You Here (Extended Mix)” by Sneijder feat. Victoriya

“Innovation Zero” by Conjure One
“A Brave Heart” by Roger Shah, Tom Benscher
“Chance To Live” by FAWZY

MARCH 10, 2023 SHOW

“Nara (Extended Mix)” by PROFF
“Heaven (Extended Mix)” by Oliver Schories, Fredrik Ferrier
“Long Time Coming (Extended Mix)” by Christian Cheval
“Sacred Dance (Mass Digital Remix)” by Jonathan Rosa, Sereia
“Cure My Desire (Extended Mix)” by Hannah Wants feat. Clementine Douglas
“So Much Love (Extended Mix)” by MF Productions, Garas
“Too Much Love” by Martina Budde, Riccardo Fiori
“Always Be There (Jess Bays Extended Mix)” by Jonas Blue, Louisa Johnson
“Escape (John Summit Remix)” by Kaskade, deadmau5, & K x 5 feat. Hayla

“Dancing” by BlackCode, Vicman Romero, & Mikee Sildavia feat. David Allen
“The Ones We Love (ARTY Remode)” by ANG feat. Amanda Collis
“Paradise (Extended Mix)” by KAAZE, Jordan Grace
“Don’t Wait (Extended Mix)” by Mesto & Dastic feat. Claudy

“Meet Me In Montauk (Judah Extended Mix)” by Signalrunners
“Make Me Feel (Extended Mix)” by Oliver Smith
“Footprint (Extended Mix)” by Ruben De Ronde, Diana Miro
“Infinite Space (Extended Mix)” by Trance Reserve, Neonica, & Hidden Tigress
“Hearts Connected (Costa Extended Mix)” by Omnia, Cathy Burton

“Limitless (Extended Mix)” by NG Rezonance, Bryn Whiting
“A Perfect World (Amos & Riot Night Extended Remix)” by Sean Tyas, Victoriya
“Grecia (Extended Mix)” by Yisus Madrid
“Be With You (Craig Connelly Extended Remix)” by Sneijder, Karen Kelly

“Lady From The Past” by Arneksis
“Love U Baby” by R Plus feat. Amelia Fox
“City At Night” by FERR, Ferry Corsten, Richard Walters
“Sun In Your Eyes (William Orbit Extended Mix)” by Above & Beyond

**MARCH 3, 2023 SHOW**

“To Follow (GMJ Remix)” by Chris Zippel feat. Ghenwa Nemnom
“Everlasting Life (Extended Mix)” by Boy North, Jodie Knight
“Symphony (Extended Mix)” by Nick M
“Colours (Extended Mix)” by Sound Quelle, Lauren L’aimant
“Strings & Pearls” by Eli Nissan

BREAK
“Alone (Extended Mix)” by LVNDSCAPE & Cr3on feat. John Dory
“Another Way (Extended Mix)” by Newik
“Hold Tight (Dombresky Extended Remix)” by BLOND:ISH & Nico de Andrea feat. Darla Jade
“Go (Extended Mix)” by Sammy Porter
“Back To Me (Extended Mix)” by Low Blow

BREAK

“My Remedy (Full Album Version)” by Tali feat. Ruth Royall
“Cold Green Eyes (Edlan Remix)” by Station Earth feat. Roos Denayer
“Haven’t You Heard” by SOLAH

BREAK

“Drifting Away (GVN Extended Remix)” by Lange, Skye
“On My Own (C-Systems Extended Remix)” by Aldous feat. KNVWN
“Keep Me Warm (Extended Mix)” by DJ T.H., Kimberley Hale
“Till We Turn The Tide (Extended Mix)” by Tom Boldt, Rozemary
“Let Me (Extended Mix)” by Aurosonic, Jordy Eley

BREAK

“XII (Extended Mix)” by Ferry Tayle
“One Little Step (Extended Mix)” by Driftmoon, Ana Criado
“Forever (ReOrder Extended Remix)” by The Space Brothers
“Sunlight (Extended Mix)” by Christopher Corrigan
“Shine As You Are (Extended Mix)” by 4 Strings, Fenna Day

BREAK

“Breathe” by Holen
“Now’s Not The Time” by XenosMusic
“Step By Step (Vocal Mix)” by Nick M
“Collide” by Yula
“Outro” by Fred V

FEbruary 24, 2023 SHOW

“Serengeti (Extended Mix)” by Pierre Pienaar pres. Melodia
“Rapture (Hugo Cantarra Extended Remix)” by Kryder, Natalie Shay
“Tohil” by Marway
“After Midnight (Extended Mix)” by BetweenUs
“My Own Way (Extended Mix)” by Costa, Neev Kennedy

BREAK
“Take It To The Top” Eric Faria, Riccardo Fiori
“All Night Long (Mood II Swing Full Length Club Mix)” by Sadie P
“My Eyes Only (Extended Mix)” by Ashibah
“Running Up That Hill (Extended Mix)” by dEVOLVE

BREAK

“Wild Wild West” by Monroe, WildVibes
“When Silence Is Too Much (Extended Mix)” by Fonzerelli
“I’m Good (Blue) (Extended Mix)” by David Guetta, Bebe Rexha
“Feel Alive (Extended Mix)” by Markus Schulz, London Thor, & Valentino Alessandrini

BREAK

“Cristalina (Extended Mix)” by Davee & Sun3
“Straight To My Heart (Extended Mix)” by Alexander de Roy, Hidden Tigress
“Colours (Extended Mix)” by Yang, Donna Tella
“Chains (Extended Mix)” by Above & Beyond feat. Marty Longstaff

BREAK

“Scarta (Extended Mix)” by Eldrean & Mark Wild
“Strong (Dan Cooper Extended Mix)” by Tenishia, Sue McLaren
“Need You Here (Extended Mix)” by Sneijder feat. Victoriya
“For Our Freedom (Extended Mix)” by D72, Natalie Gioia

BREAK

“Untouchable” by Luke Lazaro
“Million Miles” by HALIENE
“Beyond Time (Sadedge Chill Out Remix)” by Raz Nitzan, Ellie Lawson
“Early (Evolution Extended Mix)” by Chicane

FEBRUARY 17, 2023 SHOW

“Lights (Extended Mix)” by Melchi
“Dive (Extended Mix)” by Lumynesynth, Into The Ether
“Hold Me Tight (Extended Mix)” by Nicholas Gunn feat. Diana Miro
“Lotus Flower (Extended Mix)” by Modera, Phoebe Tsen
“Cure My Desire (Extended Mix)” by Hannah Wants feat. Clementine Douglas

BREAK

“Restless Nights (Dutchican Soul Club Mix)” by Miguel Migs, Martin Luther
“Lauren (I Can’t Stay Forever) (Extended Mix)” by Oden & Fatzo
“Needless (Extended Mix)” by Chaney
“The Fast Lane” by Paul Parsons, Adri Block

BREAK

“Forgive You Anyway” by HALIENE
“I Don’t Need You” by Edlan, Cooper Stiles
“State Of Flow” by Emba, Paper Dragon

BREAK

“Friends Apart (Extended Mix)” by Simon Leon
“You’re Never Alone (Extended Mix)” by Ciaran McAuley, Susie Ledge
“Little White Lies (Club Mix)” by Holy Waters
“Elise (Extended Mix)” by Gareth Emery
“Strong (Alex Leavon Extended Mix)” by Tenishia, Sue McLaren

BREAK

“Lost In Memories (David Elston Extended Remix)” by Ferry Tayle and XiJaro & Pitch
“Lost In Love (Extended Mix)” by Ahmed Romel, Christina Novelli
“It Only Takes One (To Say Goodbye) (Extended Mix)” by Stargazers, Denise Rivera
“Here With Me (Extended Mix)” by Omar Sherif, Susie Ledge

BREAK

“Sun In Your Eyes” by Above & Beyond
“Save Me (Lean Back Mix)” by Stoneface & Terminal, Sue McLaren
“Don’t Stop Me From Falling (Chill Out Mix)” by Sunlounger, Susie Ledge

FEBRUARY 10, 2023 SHOW

“Let’s Run Away (Extended Mix)” by Bob Memphis
“Motorcycle (Extended Mix)” by UOAK
“La Feria (Extended Mix)” by Davee & Sun3
“Bahia Noctura (Extended Mix)” by Gabrielle Ag, Eric de la Vega
“Embre” by Sebastian Leger, Tim Green

BREAK

“Love Me Better (Extended Mix)” by Jess Bays feat. Leah Guest
“Escape (John Summit Remix)” by Kaskade, deadmau5, & K x 5 feat. Hayla
“Back To Me (Extended Mix)” by Low Blow
“Let Me Dance (Extended Mix)” by GotSome feat. Damon Trueitt

BREAK

“Waves (Extended Mix)” by Steve Brian, Treetalk
“So Good To Me (Extended Mix)” by ARTY
“Slip Away” by Arlows, Kid Spirit
“Outer Love (Extended Mix)” by Almero

BREAK

“Cloud9 (Extended Mix)” by 28mm
“Won’t Let You (Extended Mix)” by Mark Versluis, Rachel Philipp
“Keep Me Warm (Extended Mix)” by DJ T.H., Kimberley Hale
“Roller Coaster (Club Mix)” by Kristina Sky & Danny Stubbs feat. Evan Henzi

BREAK

“Imbue (Extended Mix)” by Darren O’Brien
“Cambodia (Talla 2xlc Extended Vocal Mix)” by Pulsedriver
“Outset Theme (Extended Mix)” by Will Rees
“Collide (Extended Mix)” by Ben Nicky, Emma Hewitt

BREAK

“Voyage Of The Eagle” by Roger Shah, Tom Benscher
“Just Us” by Sasha, Pumarosa
“Mystery World” by Adam Francis

FEBRUARY 3, 2023 SHOW

“Ambit (Sebastian Sellares Remix)” by Andre Moret
“Colours (Extended Mix)” by Sound Quelle, Lauren L’aimant
“Heart Anxious” by Sao Miguel
“Guanabara (Extended Mix)” by Clarks
“Ready To Let Go (Extended Mix)” by Koyah, VVIRTU

BREAK

“Hot Minute (Extended Mix)” by Moon Boots feat. Black Gatsby
“Strangers” by Samo
“Integrity (Extended Mix)” by Martina Budde
“Running Up That Hill (Extended Mix)” by dEVOLVE

BREAK
“Underneath My Skin” by HALIENE
“State Lines” by Hybrid Minds, Birdy
“Cold Green Eyes (Edlan Remix)” by Station Earth feat. Roos Denayer
“Love Like This (Hutcher Extended Remix)” by Milk & Sugar, Greg Gould, & Inaya Day

BREAK

“Eugina (Extended Mix)” by Paul Thomas, JES, Fuenka
“Angel (Extended Mix)” by Costa, Elara
“With You (Extended Mix)” by Atribut
“Hold On To My Love (Extended Mix)” by George Jema, Alexandra Badoi

BREAK

“Once Upon A Dream (Extended Mix)” by Sandro Mireno
“Here With Me (Extended Mix)” by Omar Sherif, Susie Ledge
“Silent Waves (Extended Mix)” by David Forbes, Susie Ledge
“Same Sky Same Stars (Extended Mix)” by Ben Gold feat. Plumb

BREAK

“Zen” by Tastexperience
“Always” by Sons of Maria
“Collide” by Yula
“Feed My Soul” by Robert Nickson, Thea Riley

JANUARY 27, 2023 SHOW

“Blue Magic” by Spencer Brown feat Danny Shamoun
“Sweetest Heart (Shai T Extended Mix)” by Above & Beyond feat. Zoe Johnston
“All I Want (Oscar L Remix)” by Chus & Ceballos feat. Astrid Suryanto
“Stranded (Extended Mix)” by Vintage & Morelli, Arielle Maren
“As The Rush Comes (Cristoph Extended Mix)” by Motorcycle

BREAK

“Will You Be The One (Extended Mix)” by Random Soul, Dutchican Soul, & Nada Leigh
“This Love (Leonardo La Mark Remix)” by Maurizio Basilotta, Anthony Poteat
“Set Free (Club Mix)” by Harry Bolton & Keepin It Heale feat. Kate Aster
“Straight From The Heart (Jess Bays Extended Remix)” by Rudimental feat. Norskov

BREAK

“Love On Fire (Extended Mix)” by Futuristic Polar Bears & Cuebrick feat. Lux
“Out Of My Head (Extended Mix)” by Robbie Mendez
“Bad Habits (MEDUZA Extended Remix)” Ed Sheeran
“Okay (Extended Mix)” by Nicky Romero & Marf feat. Wulf

BREAK

“Forever (Extended Mix)” by DT8 Project
“Now Is The Time (Extended Mix)” by Dreamy, Claire Willis
“Poison (Extended Mix)” by Ferry Corsten feat. Lovlee
“The Light (Extended Mix)” by Vintage & Morelli, Arielle Maren

BREAK

“No Words (Extended Mix)” by KBK, Grande Piano
“Broken (Giuseppe Ottaviani Remix)” by Nicholas Gunn feat. Alina Renae
“Hurt Like Love (Extended Mix)” by Christopher Corrigan
“Never (Extended Mix)” by 4 Strings, Elara

BREAK

“Dream Catcher” by Tastexperience
“Recovery (Chill Mix)” by Cold Blue
“Encounter” by FERR & Ferry Corsten
“Epilogue, Outro” by Activa

JANUARY 20, 2023 SHOW

“Letting Go (Extended Mix)” by Warung
“Home (Tony’s Deep Mix/Mem Aleph Extended Rework)” by Above & Beyond feat. Zoe Johnston
“Mara (GMJ & Matter Main Mix)” by Pole Folder
“Loving You Is So Easy (Extended Mix)” by IPeiqi, Elypsis
“Take Me Home (Extended Mix)” by Suchos feat. Bri

BREAK

“Million Dollar Bill” by Block & Crown & Paul Parsons feat. Culum Frea
“Still Possible (Radio Bounce)” by Richard Earnshaw, Mike City
“Tonight (Extended Mix)” by Mark Knight feat. Mr. V & Chenai
“Intoxicated (Extended Mix)” by Justin Caruso, Drove

BREAK

“Flashlight” by CloudNone, Micah Martin
“Close To You (Extended Mix)” by Bklava
“Let Go” by Hybrid Minds feat. Grimm
“Lighthouse” by Etherwood feat. Zara Kershaw
“Summer Sign (Extended Mix)” by Costa
“Almost Home (Above & Beyond Club Mix)” by Above & Beyond, Justine Suissa
“Don’t Let Go (Extended Mix)” by Patrik Humann, Emma Horan
“Waiting For You (Extended Mix)” by Cosmaks, Hidden Tigress

“Heaven & Earth (Extended Mix)” by Metta & Glyde
“Angel (Extended Mix)” by Yoshi & Razner feat. Cari
“Still Moving On (Extended Mix)” by Rene Ablaze, Cari
“Somebody I Could Be (Extended Mix)” by Sergiy Akinshin feat. Danny Claire

“Amber (Sunset Mix)” by The Thrillseekers, Hydra
“Burn” by Adam Dietze
“August Rain” by Cold Blue

JANUARY 13, 2023 SHOW

“Focus” by Michael A
“Almost Home (Above & Beyond Deep Mix)” by Above & Beyond, Justine Suissa
“Was It The Wind That Stirred The Trees (Extended Mix)” by Boy North
“Who We Are (Extended Mix)” by SOLR, Sarah De Warren
“Replace You (Extended Mix)” by Bound To Divide, Lumynesynth

“Do You Remember (Extended Mix)” by Dombresky feat. Camden Cox
“Girlfriend (Extended Mix)” by Kryder, B. Jones
“Be The One (Extended Mix)” by Cashio feat. Charlotte Haining
“Big Time Love (Extended Mix)” by GotSome & Kokiri feat. Tasty Lopez

“The Best Days (Melsen Extended Club Mix)” by Sam Feldt feat. Tabitha
“Heart Of Glass (Extended Mix)” by Robbie Mendez
“Okay (Extended Mix)” by Nicky Romero & Marf feat. Wulf
“I Want It All (Extended Club Mix)” by Lucas & Steve
“Acrylic (Extended Mix)” by NERVO, Jess Ball

“Leave A Light On” by Activa feat. Lo
“Stranger (Extended Mix)” by Euphoric Nation & Michael Fearon feat. Lya Adams
“Falling (Extended Mix)” by Made Of Light
“Playing With Fire (Maglev Extended Remix)” by Dennis Sheperd, EKE
“Sirens In The Sky (Extended Mix)” by David Neven, Ocata

BREAK
“When You Saved My Life (Extended Mix)” by Dreamy, Daniel Kandi, & Temple One
“Think Of You (Madwave Extended Remix)” by Tastexperience feat. Sara Lones
“Out There (Sean Tyas Extended Remix)” by Masters & Nickson feat. Justine Suissa
“Place In The Stars (Extended Mix)” by Craig Connelly, James Cottle

BREAK

“Careless Whisper” by Vanilla Potatoyes
“As You Fall” by Bent
“Secret (Chillout Mix)” by Somna, HALIENE
“Okusha” by Etherwood

JANUARY 6, 2023 SHOW

“Yugen” by Alex O’Rion, Matter
“Trust A Feeling)” by LTN, Ghostbeat, Arielle Maren
“This Magic Island (Extended Mix)” by Digital Energy, Another Big Cat
“In Your Eyes (Club Mix)” by Nora En Pure
“Safe On Both Sides (Extended Mix)” by Andy Moor

BREAK

“How I Feel (Extended Mix)” by Martin Ikin feat. Hayley May
“Love We Had (Extended Mix)” by Jess Bays
“Try My Love (Extended Mix)” by Ian Green feat. Cat Delphi
“In The Groove (Extended Mix)” by Maxinne, Moya

BREAK

“I Surrender” by N3wprrt, Monika Santucci
“Ricochets” by Mitekiss, Ruth Royall
“Let Go” by Hybrid Minds feat. Grimm
“I’m In Love (blklght Remix)” by Paul Oakenfold, Aloe Blacc

BREAK

“New Dawn (Extended Mix)” by Kristof Van Den Berghe, Larsson
“We Are One (Denis Kenzo Extended Remix)” by Denis Sheperd, Roger Shah, & Adam
“I S A Girl
“Waiting For You (Illitheas Extended Remix)” by Cosmaks, Hidden Tigress
“Never Ending (Extended Mix)” by MR 90

BREAK

“You Never Know (Extended Mix)” by Ahmed Romel
“Another Song (Extended Mix)” by Steve Allen, Manon Polare
“Paradise (Extended Mix)” by Sunyella, Ula, & That Girl
“Spirit (Extended Mix)” by Alan Morris
BREAK

“Remember Your Eyes” by Andy Elliass, ARCZ1
“Space Traffic Control” by Robert Nickson
“Encounter” by FERR & Ferry Corsten
“One And The Same” by Helios